Dynamics of double stranded DNA reptation from bacteriophage.
The dynamics of dsDNA release process from a phage head has been analyzed theoretically. The process was considered as dsDNA reptation through the phage tail. The driving force is assumed to be the decrease of the DNA globule free energy on its releasing from the head in the surrounding medium. The results of the equilibrium theory on an intraphage DNA globule were applied. Three possible sources of friction were examined. The first one is in the inner channel of the tail. The second is the friction of DNA segments in the whole globule volume, which is essential when the globule decondensation is a collective process, at simultaneous moving of all the turns (mechanism 1). The third is the globule friction with the capsid inner surface, that is most important when decondensation proceeds via the globule rotation as a whole spool (mechanism 2). Mechanism 1 would require a lot of time for ejection. Mechanism 2 would lead to different ejection dynamics of short- and long-tailed phages. Comparison of the theoretical results with the published experimental data argues in favor of mechanism 2.